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ships for enemy submarines off the coastline. After

WWII, however, the historical beacon shined brighter

than ever, powered now by electricity.

The Blizzard of 1978* During the Blizzard of '78,

furious seas borne on shrieking winds lashed against the

island for days, eventually carrying away the granite
pier. The crew sought refuge in the tower, fearing the old

house would be swept away by waist-deep seas surging
across the middle of the island.

Testament to American Ingenuity. Boston Light has

withstood the ravages of nature, time, and man for over

270 years. It, remains a proud .symbol of American
engineering, a monument to the brave mariners who

perished in its shadow, a tribute to the keepers who

maintained vigilance, and a staunch ally to all navigators
who traverse the New Englaiid coast. Be sure to exam

ine the names of past keepers etched in stone about the

island. The oldest known inscription dates 1768.

Facts and Specifications. The conical granite tower

stands 89 feet high, with a focal point 102 feet above sea
level. The second-order Fresnel lens assembly weighs
about five tons. . The lens comprises 336 separate glass ■

elements. It is priceless and irreplaceable. Except for a

few museum items, spare parts simply do not exist. The

1000 watt light bulb inside the lens is fixed. The lens

rotates, radiating 12 concentrated, equally-spaced light ■

beams in all directions. To an observer, the beacon

appears to flash every 10 seconds. Each 1.8 million

candlepower flash is visible for 27 tniles. The fog signal

is automated.

Boston Light is self-contained. A com

mercial power line from Hull supplies

the island's electrical needs, and a

standby generator, located on the island,

takes over if commercial power is inter

rupted. Rainwater, used for utility and

consumption, is collected in cisterns that

hold up to 20,000 gallons.

The keepers at Boston Light are active

duty Coast Guard personnel. In addition

to maintaining the light and structures

on the island, they record meteorologi-':

cal data and verify the daily positions

and operation of 25 aids to navigation.

Little Brewster Island was designated

part of the Boston Harbor Island Na

tional Recreation Area in 1996, along

with 29 other islands in the Harbor..
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Boston Light, located orl Little Brewster island, has
guided ships to safe harbor since 1716. It is the first

lighthouse built in Anjerica. The scene of two
Revolutionary War Battles, Boston Light was de

stroyed by the British iii 1776. Rebuilt in 1783 by
Governor John Hancock^ Boston Light lias resumed
its vigil and stands as the last manned light in the

country. i




